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View results

Anonymous 12:54
Time to complete

7

Respondent

Coach of the Month

Umpire of the Month

Scorer of the Month

Administrator of the Month

Volunteer of the Month

You will be directed back to this page to select again if you would like to nominate for more than one award.

Which Award would you like to nominate someone for? * 1.

Administrator of the Month Nominations
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The Baseball Queensland Administrator of the Year 2024 Award aims to recognise and honour exceptional administrators who have made sig-
nificant contributions to the growth, organisation, and overall success of baseball in Queensland. 
This prestigious award seeks to acknowledge administrators who have demonstrated outstanding leadership, efficiency, and dedication to the 
sport. 

In our continuous effort to acknowledge and celebrate excellence within the realm of baseball in Queensland, we are accepting nominations for the 
Monthly BQ Awards. Each monthly award recipient automatically becomes a nominee for the Baseball Queensland Administrator of the Year 2024 
Award.

Nominations for the Administrator of the Month award are open to administrators involved at all levels within the state, from local clubs to re-
gional and state organisations.

Criteria for Nomination:

1. Organisational Excellence: Nominees must have demonstrated exceptional organisational skills and effectiveness in their roles. This includes 
successful planning and execution of baseball events, tournaments, leagues, and other activities that have contributed to the advancement of 
the sport in Queensland.

2. Leadership and Communication: Administrators nominated for this award should exhibit strong leadership qualities, fostering a positive and 
collaborative environment for all stakeholders, including players, coaches, parents, officials, and volunteers. Effective communication and 
transparency are crucial aspects of successful administration.

3. Promotion and Development of Baseball: Nominees should have shown a strong commitment to promoting and developing baseball within 
their community or region. This may include initiatives to attract new players, support existing clubs, and establish partnerships with local 
schools or community organisations.

4. Innovative Approaches: Administrators who have implemented innovative strategies or programs to enhance the overall experience of play-
ers, coaches, and spectators should be recognised. This may include advancements in technology, marketing, or community engagement.

5. Volunteer and Resource Management: The nominated administrator should have demonstrated effective management of volunteers, re-
sources, and finances to ensure the sustainable growth and success of baseball activities.

6. Inclusivity and Diversity: Nominees should have actively worked to promote inclusivity and diversity within the baseball community, creating 
opportunities for underrepresented groups to participate and thrive in the sport.

7. Commitment to Professional Development: While not mandatory, administrators who have pursued continuous professional development 
and education in sports administration or related fields should be acknowledged for their dedication to improving their skills and knowledge.

8. Testimonials and Recommendations: Nominations should be supported by testimonials and recommendations from stakeholders within the 
baseball community, highlighting the positive impact of the nominee's administrative efforts.

Nominations close 23rd November at 5pm.

Full name of Administrator Nominee * 2.

Katrina Wilson

Nominee Nickname (s)3.

i.e. the nominee's role and contribution to administration and Baseball in QLD that forms the basis of your nomination

Basis for your Nomination * 4.

Katrina has been involved in all aspects of administration at Redcliffe Padres including Treasurer, club admin, canteen organisation, and club and tournament
admin and organisation.
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In 150 words or less, please summarise why you believe the nominee is a worthy candidate for Baseball QLD Administrator 
of the Month. * 

5.

Katrina's contribution to the trial, practice, and testing of the new Game Day administration platform at Redcliffe Padres has been invaluable. As the largest
club in Australia, Redcliffe faces the daunting task of organising and signing on over 300 members. However, Katrina's tireless dedication and countless hours
spent testing and retesting the platform have ensured its seamless functionality at a club level, thereby benefiting other clubs as well.

For over a month, Katrina meticulously prepared everything for the sign-on process, and then devoted full days and nights at the club to ensure everyone
was successfully registered. Behind the scenes, she efficiently managed operations within the canteen, ensuring a smooth and well-organised experience for
all. Moreover, Katrina plays a pivotal role in the planning of Redcliffe's hosting of state titles events, showcasing her exceptional organisational skills and
commitment to the sport of baseball in Queensland.

Katrina's unwavering work ethic and dedication to ensuring optimal performance before extending her assistance to others make her an absolute asset to the
baseball community in Queensland.

Nominator (your Name) * 6.

Danica Trotter

Relationship to the Nominee * 7.

Met through baseball

I understand

To give your nomination the best chance of success, please ensure you have detailed the nominees accomplishments and 
data above and will email any supporting documentation to:
admin@baseballqld.asn.au * 

8.

Baseball Queensland (BQ) respects the privacy of individuals on whom Baseball Queensland collects, uses and discloses personal information. The 
personal information that Baseball Queensland collects is used and disclosed for the purposes of processing membership registrations, staging 
competitions and providing baseball related information and offers from Baseball Australia, its State and Territory Associations and member based 
Clubs and Regional Associations.  (If the player does not want to receive special offers from Baseball Queensland partners, there is an opportunity to 
opt out of receiving such special offers in the registration form.)
Copies of the full Member Protection, Privacy, Social Media, Anti Racism, Anti Doping, Use of Images of Children Polices and Parent and Supporter 
Code of Behaviour are available at https://baseball.com.au/integrity/

Please type your full name to electronically sign this form: * 9.

Danica Trotter

mailto:admin@baseballqld.asn.au
https://baseball.com.au/integrity/

